7. Key aspects of covert networks data collection: Problems, challenges, and opportunities

7.1. Introduction

Covert networks\(^{40}\) are defined by the aim of actors involved in them to avoid detection and to remain concealed (Morselli, 2009; Oliver et al., 2014). The fact that actors aim to avoid detection affects research on covert networks and also data collection in this area. Primary data collection is almost impossible under the assumption that actors aim to avoid detection, because reporting on fellow members of the network and activities shared with them would violate their secrecy. Thus, researchers have to rely on secondary data from sources such as phone wiretaps, police investigation documents, or even media, which bears its own issues and disadvantages.

The research on criminal networks has already brought revealing insights mainly by identifying central actors and describing network structures. As for central actors, previous research focused on their roles within the networks or on their individual attributes. Regarding covert network structures, previous research investigated their density, centralization, or segmentation into subgroups (for a comprehensive review, see Faust and Tita 2019; Bichler, Malm, and Cooper 2017). Our ability to generalize findings, point out contradictory results, and innovate research relies on our ability to be able to compare results across multiple studies. In order to do so, it is necessary to be able to assess to what extent results are comparable. Comparability is then dependent not only upon applied measures, but also on the data and the way it was processed prior to the analyses. However, the way data is collected, stored, and processed is frequently not treated systematically, which complicates not only the assessment of a single study, but also our ability to make cross-study comparisons and meta-analyses as a crucial step in advancing any field of inquiry (Cumming, 2012).

In this chapter, I discuss the issues, decisions and complications of data collection on covert networks. I argue that being aware of these problems and being transparent about which
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\(^{39}\) This chapter is based on: Diviák, T. (2019). Key aspects of covert networks data collection: Problems, challenges, and opportunities. Social Networks, in press.

\(^{40}\) As already mentioned in the second chapter, criminal networks are subtypes of covert networks and since most of the problems discussed in this chapter pertain not only to criminal networks, but to covert networks in general, I use the term covert networks instead of criminal networks unlike in preceding chapters.
decisions were taken during the process of data collection, coding, and analysis does not only add more clarity in the research, but may also contribute to research in this area in three important ways. First, it enables meta-analysis and comparison which is important to be able to derive more general conclusions. Second, there are various theoretical points and research questions that cannot be addressed without a clear delineation of some aspects in covert network data. For instance, it is impossible to study dynamics of covert networks without distinguishing different time periods in the data. Such efforts unlock new research questions and contribute to theory formation in the field, which is considered to be underdeveloped (Carrington, 2011; van der Hulst, 2011). Third, better data allows to use more advanced methods, such as statistical models for networks, and to combine social network analysis (SNA) with qualitative approaches (Bellotti, 2014; Domínguez & Hollstein, 2014; Robins, 2013; Snijders, 2011). The goal of this chapter is two-fold. The first goal is to review the main issues in the domain of data collection for covert networks together with good practices in dealing with them. The second goal is to argue for a more systematic approach towards data collection in order to increase transparency and comparability of research.

I start with identifying six key aspects of covert network data. Each of these aspects comes with a specific set of challenges and problems. Each aspect also comes with a specific set of theoretical opportunities, which may be addressed with better data. I demonstrate each of the identified problems using real data, which are all publicly available in the covert networks database maintained by the Mitchell Centre for Social Network Analysis at the University of Manchester (2019). For each aspect, I outline the problems first, then I show a fruitful approach towards it, and I also show which theoretical questions may be addressed. Furthermore, I discuss some considerations stemming from problems with secondary and missing data. I propose using biographies, checklists, and graph databases as more complex ways to systematically and transparently collect and store covert network data. Note that some problems discussed below also pertain to social network research in general. However, I will not go beyond the domain of covert network studies, as there are specifics in this area of inquiry that make the transition of tools and practices from or to the subdiscipline difficult or impossible in some cases.
7.2. Six aspects of covert networks data collection

1) Nodes
The problem with the definition of the node set is the problem of boundary specification (Laumann, Marsden, & Prensky, 1983). The boundary specification problem refers to the fact that when conducting a network analysis, researchers need to specify which nodes to include and which to exclude from the network representation. Two broad approaches can be distinguished. In the nominalist approach, the researcher imposes some external criteria on the network (e.g., nodes are included based on shared membership or because they were mentioned in a certain document). In the realist approach, the nodes themselves define the boundaries (e.g., respondents nominate other respondents). Because covert network data are usually secondary, this puts the researcher into the nominalist approach.

The question then is how to set the boundaries or what criterion to use for the inclusion/exclusion of nodes. This has far-reaching implications for calculations and the interpretation of results. One important decision needs to be made about including only directly involved actors or actors from the broader social context as well, which depends on the research question such as when investigating recruitment, support, or acceptance of covert activities by overt actors. Additionally, in some cases of criminal networks, it may be necessary to consider the inclusion of victims, such as in the case of women trafficking (Mancuso, 2014), which shows how victims interact with offenders and thus actively contribute to the organization of crime, or in the cases of fraud, in which the fraud diffuses across victims and thus it would not be possible to understand it fully without considering the victims (Nash et al., 2014). Similarly, in trafficking and illegal commodities distribution networks, this consideration needs to be made with regard to both the supply and the demand side, that is, producers and consumers. Lastly, especially important for terrorist groups, it needs to be clearly stated whether the studied network includes actors participating in one particular action (e.g., 9/11 hijackers) or whether the network represents the whole organization (e.g., Al-Qaeda).

Morselli (2009: 44-45) proposed what he calls criminal justice rings, which refer to different stages of criminal investigation. Criminal justice rings describe the increasing precision of information contained within criminal justice data sources. It is the least precise about actors who happen to be observed in general criminal monitoring (the widest criminal justice ring) and it is the most detailed about those actors who are confirmed as guilty. Although not originally intended for this, the criminal justice rings can be used as a framework for boundary
specification. Defining the boundary of the networks by a specific criminal justice ring provides a criterion, which can be compared to other definitions of boundaries, e.g., to other criminal justice rings, and subsequently subjected to sensitivity analysis. A similar approach was taken by Ouellet and Bouchard (2018) in their study on the Toronto 18 terrorist network. They found that considering only the 18 actors charged in the case captures predominantly the operational subpart of the network, whereas if 22 complementary non-charged actors are included, it also captures the ideological component of the network. In some cases, it may not be possible to draw a clear-cut boundary based on criminal justice rings, yet varying criteria may still be used to draw boundaries. As an example, consider Krebs’ (2002) analysis of the 9/11 network. Krebs showed that with the inclusion of wider sets of actors the structure changed in some aspects (depicted in Figure 7.1): it shortened the distances among actors (diameter drops from 9 to 7) and also made the network denser (average degree increases from 2.8 to 4.8), whereas transitivity and centralization did not change markedly. In general, exploratory research may inspect several different network boundaries, whereas explanatory research should consider the boundaries corresponding to the research question, both types of research with regards to limitations of the data and its sources.

Figure 7.1: 9/11 perpetrators network with only those, who hijacked the planes (left), and with other associates (right, hijackers = blue nodes)

The definition of network boundaries in several, more or less fine-grained ways, opens opportunities to answer theoretical questions on the embeddedness of covert networks in overt settings by comparing boundaries based on substantively different criteria. This is important for the study of recruitment patterns, as for instance Sageman (2004) showed that the involvement in terrorist networks is a gradual process facilitated by expressive ties to those, who are already involved in radical and/or terrorist activities. Another theoretical problem, which may be addressed by using a more fine-grained distinction between different types of network boundaries, is the facilitation of organized crime in legitimate settings. Previous research showed that illegal activities are facilitated by connections to actors who are not directly involved in criminal activities, but have specific skills (e.g., lawyers or accountants, Morselli and Giguere 2006).

2) Ties
The problem with ties is how to define the content of ties, specifically how to treat substantively different types of relations, such as personal ties, criminal cooperation, or exchange of resources. It used to be quite common, perhaps due to paucity of available data, to aggregate different types of ties and interpret the results as if these ties represented cooperation. This potentially leads to misinterpretation of ties such as kinship as if they automatically implied criminal cooperation. In the seminal study by Erikson (1981), she points out the crucial role of pre-existing ties for covert networks, which has since then been documented in many other cases (Diviák, Dijkstra, and Snijders 2018; Smith and Papachristos 2016). Conflating these relations would make it impossible to investigate the social embeddedness of criminal ties. The challenge for researchers is how to distinguish different types of ties substantively as well as actually in the data. Some studies proposed a more general framework for multiplex covert or criminal networks. Smith and Papachristos (2016) distinguished three types of ties relevant for criminal networks: personal, legal, and criminal relationships. Bright and colleagues specifically aimed at mapping exchange of resources and classified multiple resources as tangible and intangible. Diviák and colleagues (2018) distinguish three types of ties based on the theoretical elements of corruption networks: collaboration, resource transfer, and pre-existing ties. The example in Figure 7.2 is taken from Diviák et al. (2018), which illustrates why it may be potentially misleading to aggregate different types of ties. The two depicted layers are collaboration and resource transfer. Although they overlap (in 22% of cases a tie in one layer is mirrored by a tie in the other), aggregating the two layers would yield a network in which a tie could be interpreted as transferring resources even though it might not be the case.
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Thus, conflating different types of ties may yield misleading results, which may further distort, for instance, centrality indices, as some actors may be specialists, limited to one type of tie, while others may have their ties spread more evenly across multiple relational dimensions. In a network with all ties aggregated, specialists as well as multiplex actors may appear to have the same centrality, even though they are actually central in different ways. Given the heterogeneity in identified types of ties in the literature, it is not surprising that Gerdes (2015b) identified ten different classes in his review of different classifications of ties in covert networks. Although it is understandable that the coding will be different across studies as they will always depend on theory and available data, one generalization can be drawn from this – the choice between coding/classification scheme for ties needs to balance specificity and generality. On the one hand, a classification scheme that is too specific yields very narrow categories which may be difficult to code reliably, as the information in the data sources may not be precise enough. On the other hand, too general classification yields codes containing heterogeneous relations/interactions, which makes it difficult to interpret validly. Sometimes, the data source may not be specific enough about the content of ties, as some scientifically interesting information may not be considered essential by courts or police investigators. If that is the case, researchers may at least try to distinguish ties reflecting some sort of activity related to the case at hand (e.g., communication or collaboration) from ties representing some antecedents to the case or relational opportunities (e.g., pre-existing ties, similarities, or distances).
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Figure 7.2: A corruption network with two types of ties: collaboration (left) and resource transfer (right). The position of nodes is the same in both sociograms.

Paying attention to different types of ties allows to clearly focus on a specific relation among actors in the network (e.g., focusing only on the flow of resources without confounding the results by pre-existing ties). Considering different types of ties jointly yields a great theoretical opportunity to study multiplexity in covert networks, referring to the fact that there may be multiple types of ties among the same set of actors. Treating covert networks as multiplex may help us understand some of their specific features. For instance, some authors argue that multiplexity compensates for the lack of legitimate institutions enforcing contracts in covert settings by anchoring criminal relationships in other types of relationships (Smith & Papachristos, 2016). Acknowledging the multiplex nature of covert networks also enables to study its underlying mechanisms. For instance, tie exchange, which denotes the tendency of actor to reciprocate a tie of one type with a tie of a different kind, such as in the case of exchange of different resources (Bright et al., 2015). Another mechanism worthy of attention is tie translation, that is, the tendency to create ties on the basis of already existing ties of different kind (Diviák, Dijkstra, and Snijders 2019), which may be one way how to operationalize the importance of pre-existing ties for creation operational criminal ties.
3) Attributes

Attributes come into play in covert network analysis in two ways. First, attributes capture substantively meaningful characteristics of actors, which create opportunities and constraints for individual behaviour including creation, maintenance, and dissolution of ties, or for reaching individual goals (Robins, 2009; Steglich et al., 2010). This is something which analysis of covert networks shares with the rest of SNA. However, due to specific circumstances with covert network data, the data collection may be focused on particular individuals creating what Smith and Papachristos (2016) call the ‘spotlight effect’. Whereas descriptive measures (e.g., centrality measures) cannot really account for this, it is important for a correct interpretation to know who was in the spotlight. Models can include control nodal variables for each of these and thus correct for the effect of data collection which might otherwise distort the results (Bright et al., 2018; Smith & Papachristos, 2016). Thus, the second role played by attributes in the analysis of covert networks is that of variables helping to account for how the dataset was collected.

It is therefore important to know which variables we want to measure substantively and whether we need any control variables to account for the data collection. In terms of the substantive attributes, which attributes to analyse and how to define them depends heavily on theory. One parsimonious approach which may be helpful in systematically transposing theory to data collection is script analysis (cf. Morselli and Roy 2008). Script analysis decomposes the process of organizing illicit activities into a sequence of events. The idea is that in each part of the illicit script different types of activities need to be carried out by different actors with particular skills. For example, production and distribution of drugs requires someone first to actually create the product, then it is necessary to distribute it, and perhaps it is also necessary to protect the dealers. From this simplified script, three types of roles can be identified, which may be used as attribute(s) in the analysis – cooks, dealers, and thugs. With regard to attributes as controls, researchers may want to include an attribute referring to whether an actor was among the initial nodes under surveillance, as further observations are contingent upon being related to those under the initial surveillance. If the surveillance proceeds to further focus on those connected to the initial set of nodes, it starts to resemble a snowball or link-tracing sample and it may even be worthwhile to analyse the resulting network with appropriate methods for snowball and link-tracing samples (Heckathorn & Cameron, 2017; Pattison, Robins, Snijders, & Wang, 2013). An example of a control variable for the spotlight effect is Smith’s and Papachristos’ (2016) study on prohibition era Chicago criminal networks, where all the information revolved around Al...
Capone and so authors created a dummy variable which had the value of 1 for Al Capone and 0 for the rest of actors.

Traditional quantitative criminology has focused on identifying important predictors of individual characteristics related to important criminological concepts such as delinquency, substance abuse, or commission of different types of crime. Network research may enrich the modelling of individual level outcomes with structural network effects (e.g., positions of actors within networks). This is arguably an important area of further research, as traditional individual profiling has been criticized for having a poor explanatory power (cf. Horgan 2008), but there are indications that structural network effects may be key to more profound explanation of phenomena such as involvement in terrorist activities (Sageman, 2004). This does not include only attributes in the role of substantively meaningful variables, but also in the role of control variables. Attributes as controls may be investigated as dependent variables providing the opportunity to reflect upon investigation and surveillance methods. On the one hand, it is possible that investigations overlook individuals with specific traits or network positions. On the other hand, they might predominantly focus on specifically positioned and predisposed actors.

4) Levels

Some covert network datasets have an intrinsic bipartite or even multilevel structure. For instance, Crossley and colleagues (2012) and Calderoni and colleagues (2017) studied networks of co-participation in arrests or in meetings, which are essentially bipartite networks with actors in the first mode and arrests/meetings in the second mode. Often, this is the only possibility to collect data on covert networks as exact information on interaction between actors is difficult to obtain. All network information then is derived from co-participation, co-appearance, or co-membership structures. However, it is important to note that affiliation does not necessarily mean interaction, it is only an opportunity to engage in it (Borgatti & Everett, 1997). This fundamentally limits what inferences we can draw from such data.

What researchers often do when they study co-participation structures in covert networks is that they either explicitly or implicitly work with a projection from two-mode data to one-mode. It is important to seriously consider the consequences of such data transformation, as it comes with the loss of information about the structure of the network. For example, 3-star and 6-cycle configurations in two-mode networks both yield a triangle in one-mode projection, albeit being
initially different structures. This illustrates that projection artificially introduces closure and clustering into the data. Therefore, care needs to be taken when interpreting these findings, as they may not be genuine tendencies of actors to form transitive ties, but rather a product of projection. For example, Figure 7.3 captures the initial bipartite network of N’dranghetta mafiosi and their meetings. The bipartite network’s density is 0.06 and its transitivity (measured by bipartite clustering coefficient) is 0.46, whereas the actor-to-actor projection (where ties represent co-attendance in events) displays density of 0.13 and clustering coefficient of 0.58. But the loss of information also applies to information about the attributes of the second mode, that is, settings, places, affiliations, or groups. These may themselves be an important part of the explanation, which is completely disregarded when focusing solely on the actor-to-actor projection. It is a matter of the specific research question whether projection is a fruitful avenue for the study of a given network, or whether the loss of information hinders crucial parts of the explanation.

Figure 7.3: A bipartite network of mafiosi and their meetings (left; Mafiosi = yellow circles) and corresponding mafiosi-to-mafiosi projection (right)

What I propose is to carefully consider projecting the data, as the original bipartite structure not only contains full information, but might also be worthwhile to investigate in itself. Bipartite networks offer a way to study an important theoretical concept in criminology – convergence settings (Felson 2006; 2009). Convergence settings denote social or spatial settings that facilitate crime or cooperation of offenders, such as clubs, bars, restaurants or parks. This
concept has also been used in the literature on extremist networks as radical settings (Wikström & Bouhna, 2017) facilitating radicalisation, diffusion of norms and ideas, providing an opportunity to pool resources for extremists such as clubs, shops, extremist party secretariats or radical temples for religiously motivated offenders. These settings can be operationalized as a mode in bipartite networks. This approach may in turn draw upon recent developments in the methodology for both descriptive analysis of bipartite networks (Everett & Borgatti, 2013) and for modelling of such network structures (Lazega & Snijders, 2016; Wang, Pattison, & Robins, 2013). The extension to multilevel network opens the possibility to analyse the relationship between cooperation among criminals (first level) and its facilitation by certain convergence settings (second level) or to jointly analyse ties among actors (e.g., gangsters), their affiliations to groups (such as gangs), and ties among the groups (such as territorial disputes).

5) Dynamics

It has been emphasized that covert networks are flexible, adaptive, and dynamic. Yet such claims have primarily remained metaphorical assumptions rather than empirically shown properties which has already been pointed out elsewhere (Bright et al., 2018; Campana, 2016). This may be due to lack of appropriate data to study the evolution of covert networks over time. However, there are pioneering studies aiming at unravelling the process of evolution of these networks and data are becoming increasingly available. Assessing covert network dynamics is a crucial task as it allows researchers to empirically test the concepts of flexibility and adaptability, and it also enables practitioners to improve monitoring of, and interventions in covert networks. For instance, without longitudinal data researchers cannot distinguish between the processes of selection and influence and therefore cannot assess whether a particular observed pattern is an outcome or a precondition (Steglich et al., 2010). For practitioners, cross-sectional data aggregated over time may yield a picture of a network which in this form actually never existed at any given time point (e.g., one actor might have died before another one joined). This may have serious implications for designing an intervention.

The first issue related to longitudinal covert network data collection is how to define the periods or waves for coding and/or observation of the network. Generally speaking, there are two possible ways to do this: time-based and event-based (Campana & Varese, 2012). A time-based definition requires to select specific time periods (e.g., weeks, months or years) and subsequently record the state of the network in each of these periods. An event-based definition
demands to define specific events in the evolution of the network, which were theoretically importan}t and/or interesting. Whereas the time-based definition may seem to be more clearly based on ‘objective’ time periods, testing certain hypotheses about development of structures in response to particular events (e.g., disruption attempts) or environmental conditions (e.g., abundance of opportunities for organized crime) may require more theoretically founded periodization. Related to this is the question of successful and failed covert networks, as one might argue that all the studied covert networks are failed cases, as they were uncovered after all (Morselli, 2009). Hence, these cases are supposed to provide a distorted picture of reality as the successful ones elude the attention of researchers and practitioners alike. A counterargument may be that success or failure is not a fixed binary state, but rather a status changing over time. Therefore, some networks may be considered successful (such as reaching their collective goal) at some point in time, but they may be uncovered and dismantled at another time point, considering them as failed at that point. This is demonstrated with an example of a drug trafficking network originally analysed by Morselli and Petit (2007). Figure 7.4 shows how the activity of actors in the network (measured by average degree) changed over time depending on how successful (for instance, at time points 4, 6, and 10) or unsuccessful (for instance, at time points 5 or 8) it was in terms of distribution of illegal drugs.

![Figure 7.4: Average degree of actors involved in a drug trafficking over eleven time points.](image)

Longitudinal data opens up the opportunity to assess the recovery and adaptation of covert networks after disruption. Research has shown performance and effectiveness of different
disruption strategies, such as central node removal or random node removal (Bright, 2015). While simulation studies, for instance, consistently show that central node removal is a more efficient strategy for disruption than random node removal, they do not provide further evidence about the process of recovery from disruption. This is, however, crucial, as some observational studies show that attempts to disrupt covert networks may trigger unintended consequences and actually strengthen their structural cohesion (Duijn et al., 2014). Longitudinal data provides the opportunity to combine simulation and observational research and to realistically simulate not only the impact of disruption strategies, but also recovery from disruption. Vigorous development of models for network dynamics in recent years (cf. Snijders, van de Bunt, and Steglich 2010; Block et al. 2018) equips researchers with tools to address these issues and thus to move from metaphors to empirical evidence.

6) Context

The very definition of covert networks, covertness, is contingent upon the context of the network. Why is it covert? From whom? And how? It is assumed that covertness critically modifies the structure of networks and thus justifies the study of covert networks as distinct from overt networks (Morselli 2009). However, the information about context is frequently more qualitative and non-network, i.e., difficult to combine with network structure, as it goes beyond nodes and ties. At the present, the vast majority of studies incorporates these non-network aspects as a brief description in the section of case or context description, and subsequently some of the information is ad hoc evoked when interpreting results of network analysis. It is of course pivotal for a good study to situate the SNA results within the context to adequately interpret findings and draw valid conclusions from the results. However, the contextual information should be used systematically. The danger here is in confirmation bias – choosing only those bits of contextual information which confirm the theory rather than scrutinizing the network analytic results with confirming as well as rejecting contextual information.

In essence, this touches upon a broader recent methodological debate on how to combine qualitative methods with SNA (Bellotti, 2014; Dominguez & Hollstein, 2014). Almost all empirical studies of covert networks are case studies as they examine a particular network within a given context with respect to some aspects which are deemed as theoretically important. This may seem obvious and not very revealing, however the realisation that these
studies are in fact case studies is crucial (Crossley & Edwards, 2016). There is now a growing body of methodological literature on systematic case study research from which the study of covert networks (or networks in general) may draw inspiration. Two promising methods are process-tracing (Beach & Pedersen, 2013) and qualitative comparative analysis (QCA; Rihoux and Ragin 2009). Process-tracing is a way to systematically use both network and qualitative evidence with regard to a given theoretical explanation of a case at hand. It provides a method to qualitatively test whether a certain condition is necessary or sufficient to explain given outcome. QCA offers a way to rigorously compare several cases, using set theory and Boolean algebra. Both network and non-network variables can be included in such analysis. The method can then distinguish different configurations of conditions to show which conditions and how they affect the outcome of interest (Fischer, 2014). This is in principle similar to using meta-analysis, although QCA may be especially useful in studies where non-network qualitative aspects are important for explanation, which may be difficult in traditional meta-analysis of network statistical models (cf. Lubbers and Snijders, 2007), and in cases where comparison of smaller number of cases is done (e.g., five to ten). For instance, one may be interested in successful commission of terrorist attacks (an outcome). It may hypothetically be argued that centralized network structure, short distances among actors, sufficient resources, and absence of law enforcement opposition explain the success of a terrorist attack. A researcher may collect data on several networks, some of which succeeded in committing an attack. QCA may then be used to assess which combinations of network (centralization and path length) as well as non-network factors (law enforcement and resources) are related to the outcome, and how.

The treatment of qualitative contexts opens up the opportunity to put the same weight on both network and non-network information in explaining studied cases. An important research issue is the individual perception and phenomenology of network structures and positions within them (Hollstein, 2014). For instance, the concept of strategic positioning has become frequently studied in criminal networks (Bright et al., 2015; Diviák et al., 2018; Morselli, 2010). Strategic positioning refers to tendency of some actors in covert network to seek out less visible positions (low degree) while retaining influence by being on top of many flows (high betweenness). From the point of view of the researcher, strategic positioning is usually explained as the attempt of actors to reduce their exposure while retaining some influence within the network. However, the intentions of these actors and their motivations for seeking (or avoiding) such positions may be quite different, such as when actors are behaving “irrationally” in terms of their network positions. This happens, for instance, when actors proliferate their ties and thus expose
themselves to detection, because they are strongly self-confident and believe they are invincible because of their elite membership status (e.g., politicians; Demiroz and Kapucu, 2012; Diviák et al., 2018).

7.3. Further considerations

In this section, I will discuss further considerations which typically arise in the research on covert networks. Note that these considerations are not a standalone aspect of data collection, but relate to all six aspects covered above.

Secondary data

As already stated above, research on covert networks usually draws upon secondary data, limiting researchers to whatever data that is available. This data may come from offender databases, transcripts of physical and/or electronic surveillance, summaries of police interrogation, transcripts of court proceedings, and on-line and print media (Bright, Hughes, and Chalmers, 2012). None of these types of sources is perfect in terms of validity or reliability. In terms of validity, a critical issue is that none of these sources is primarily collected for research purposes. Those who collect and process these data do so for specific purposes, which critically determine the type of information available in the data source. So while researchers may, for instance, be interested in communication among a group of offenders, using data on phone calls among them does not capture their face to face communication. Similarly, some important piece of information may not be recorded, yielding invalid representation of the phenomenon in question. For example, police interrogation may not uncover certain features of the investigated criminal activities, which offenders themselves may be motivated to hide from police. Or some offenders may not yet be caught and thus they do not figure in the offender databases. In extreme cases, this may yield analytical results which are merely artefacts of the data collection. In order to assure that the data does not yield artificial results, clear and mutual information exchange between researchers and practitioners is necessary so that practitioners are familiar with up-to-date research methods and findings and researchers are well aware of potential blind spots in the data.

In terms of reliability, a key issue is that the procedures used to collect data are not always consistent across different researchers, practitioners, and/or organizations. This has obvious
implies the potential comparability of results based on data from different sources. Sometimes, inconsistencies may occur even within organizations or teams of practitioners as their personnel fluctuates or as their rules and regulations change. Both researchers and practitioners may benefit from guidelines and cooperation with regard to data collection. The point here is not to mentor the practitioners but rather, to make their work easier by contributing to it with scientific knowledge and best practices on how to deal with difficulties they encounter in their daily work such as how to code different relations, define temporal periods or network boundaries. This could pay off to researchers with better data eventually as well as building better relations with practitioners, which may make the data more accessible, and it can improve the work of the organization in question.

Secondary data often entail another obstacle - accessibility. All data sources outlined by Bright and colleagues (2012), except for media sources, are in the possession of law enforcement agencies and have strict rules about the conditions of their use in scientific research. At present, little is known about how different data sources compare on different criteria such as accuracy or analytical depth of information. There are only a few studies comparing results based on different data sources about the same covert group. For instance, Rostami and Mondani (2015) analysed a network of a Swedish gang based on criminal intelligence data, co-offending records, and police surveillance. They found substantial differences in terms of centrality measures between intelligence data and the other two sources. Another study was conducted by Berlusconi et al. (2016) on a network of Italian Mafiosi with the aim of inferring missing ties. This study used wiretap records, arrest warrants, and judicial documents, and showed that considering the same set of actors, the network of wiretap records is the densest. Media-based data are usually thought to be less valid than the remaining sources. However, such claims seem to be based solely on face validity, as no sound comparison of media-based data with other sources has been made. If there is enough evidence that media-based data consistently yield network data similar to other sources, it may encourage their more frequent usage considering that these data are also easier to access. However, this comparison may also provide substantiated evidence against using media-based, if they yield network representations incompatible with other sources. Alternatively, comparison of different data sources may point out systematic differences, which can in turn give us a hint how to use multiple data sources for triangulation.
**Missing data**

Missing data traditionally pose a problem for any quantitative method. In SNA, this problem maybe even more severe because of the interdependence inherent in the data. Results of some studies indicate that some network measures are quite robust even when dealing with networks containing a considerable amount of missing data (Borgatti, Carley, & Krackhardt, 2006; Smith & Moody, 2013; Smith, Moody, & Morgan, 2017). Yet, this robustness does not necessarily translate to the individual level and highly depends on the missing data mechanism (mechanism generating the missingness, Krause et al., 2018). Missing data present probably the most frequent objection to covert network data, which is due to the very nature of covert networks; they are covert, so it is likely that some piece of information will not be uncovered by researchers and/or practitioners.

Good practice in current research is to acknowledge this as a limitation. However, the problems with missing data should not only be acknowledged, but also tackled. In recent years, there has been a development of methods for handling missing data in networks (see e.g., Huisman & Steglich, 2008; Krause et al., 2018; Robins, Pattison, & Woolcock, 2004). Although researchers may surely use these methods to their advantage, these methods are not automatically saving poorly collected datasets. The first thing researchers in covert networks have to realize is that there are different missing data mechanisms: missing completely at random (no relation to any observed or missing variable), missing at random (no relation to missing variable, but related to some observed variable), and missing not at random (whether some data point is missing itself depends on non-observed variables; Rubin, 1976). In covert networks, it likely that researchers will not only be dealing with data missing (completely) at random, but also with non-randomly missing data. The non-randomly missing information may stem from variety of reasons. Some highly prominent actors may have the tendency towards intentionally concealing themselves or some type of ties may be more likely to be missed due to its level of sophistication (i.e., encrypted messages). In order to at least alleviate correctly the problem of missingness, it is first necessary to identify the missing data mechanism. Then, appropriate imputation techniques can be applied.

However, before that it is important to know which information (which nodes or ties etc.) is actually missing. What researchers in this area are usually dealing with is an adjacency matrix with ones representing the existence of a tie and zeros representing the absence of a tie. The ones and zeros mask an important thing – both may be true or false. While the existence of ties is usually confirmed and thus the ones in the data are actually true ones, the absence of ties is
usually not considered to require further confirmation. However, this is problematic. In order to be able to deal with missing ties, we need to be able to tell which ties are absent (i.e., it is known that there is no tie between a given pair of actors) and which are missing (i.e., we do not know whether the tie exists or not). One way to work around this problem is to use existing ways intelligence services use to classify the reliability of any given information, based on either cross validation by different sources or a measure of reliability of the original source. Sparrow (1991) mentions one such classification, where law enforcement investigators classify ties as ‘strong’ if their existence is confirmed from two independent sources, whereas ‘weak’ ties are those without an independent confirmation. A cautious analyst may want to work with weak ties as if they were missing ties and use some of the newly developed methods to impute them or they can analyse different variants of the network and see how the results differ. Of course, knowledge about which information is not confirmed may not always be available, but at least in the cases of working police investigation files or media databases (where some information is only “suspected” or “speculated”), this approach may be a way to incorporate the uncertainty in a covert network study.

7.4. Ways forward

The points I raised above beg the question whether there is some more general and complex framework for a more systematic approach to covert networks data collection. In this section, I discuss three such frameworks – biographies, graph databases, and checklists. These three frameworks can be used in data extraction, data storage, and in reporting how the data was processed. Since these three frameworks cover different areas of data collection and they are not mutually exclusive, they can be used together in one study, in selected pairs, or just individually depending on the study at hand.

The first stage of data collection that researchers are usually confronted with is extracting the data from a source material such as court files or transcripts of police surveillance. Some sort of content analysis is typically used to code relevant information from the data source and to turn it into network data. Such coding can be done simultaneously by different coders and the reliability of the coding can be subsequently checked. However, little is usually known about how to approach coding, i.e., what type of information to look for and how to store it. Constructing so-called biographies (van Nassau, Diviák, de Poot, & van Tubergen, 2019) can be useful for this task. Such a biography is a table whose rows represent nodes and whose
columns represent time points. Each individual cell (node × time point) then stores all the available information about the given node at the given time point. Specification of the node set as well as definition of time points is dependent upon selected boundaries and definition of periods. The information stored in each cell should ideally correspond as much as possible to its counterpart in the data source, which it should refer to so that the information can be easily backtracked. For example, a cell for actor A and year N may state “had repeatedly been meeting B in setting S (court file F)”. Once all the available source information has been extracted into a biography, it may be coded and recoded as necessary, and so different types of ties may be distinguished, actor attributes assigned to actors, or multiple modes (such as settings) may be identified. Also, different node sets (e.g., affiliations) may be used as a starting point and periods may be recoded depending on the precision and depth of available information, as in practice, both the information about actors or time points may not necessarily be as fine-grained in some sources (typically in media or court files) as researchers would like it to be.

For storing collected data, the proposal of Gutfraind and Genkin (2017) to use graph databases may be useful. Graph databases store the information in a relational form of multimode and multilayered graphs, where pieces of information are represented as nodes and relations among them as edges instead of rows and columns. For instance, a transcript of surveillance describing a meeting between two actors in a bar can be represented in a graph database (visualized in Figure 7.5) as a three-mode network where the modes represent source of the data, actors, and location, connected by edges representing mentions (solid lines from the source file A), meeting (dashed line between actors B and C) and shared location (dotted lines to location C). Different networks may then be obtained from a graph database by using suitable projection techniques. Gutfraind and Genkin (2017) argue that this approach makes processing and transformation of data more transparent and easier to reproduce, adding to its generalizability and comparability of the findings. From the six aspects outlined above, graph databases can readily capture five of those in a transparent and unified manner – nodes, ties, attributes, levels, and dynamics. Actors can be represented as nodes in one of the modes in the graph database, ties can be represented as ties with the capacity to distinguish different types of ties. The bipartite or multilevel structure can be similarly included in the graph database as another mode and similarly for nodal attributes. Even network dynamics can be captured, for example by creating two separate graphs for two periods. The only aspect which may not have a clear representation in a graph database framework is the qualitative context, although there may be ways to incorporate this aspect (perhaps as yet another mode of nodes in the graph). Graph databases
are an efficient way to use already collected data by merging, dividing or projecting the data to obtain a dataset feasible for answering a given research question. Moreover, such a way is principled, because it is possible to backtrack what was not included in the final analysis. Graph databases may seem considerably technically complicated, but even if researchers do not want to use them, they may consider using similarly constructed edgelists for their data collection and storage as a somewhat simplified variant. Such an edgelist should contain not only the information about which node is connected to which other node, but also about the types of ties, actor attributes, and all the available information on the remaining aspects of covert network data together with a reference to the data source (e.g., a specific court file), the exact citation on which each entry is based (e.g., “A and B were reported to be together…”) and a comment on some further contextual information (e.g., whether an actor is aware of being a part of a larger covert network).
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Figure 7.5: An example of simple graph database depicting a source file (node A), two actors (B and C), and a location (D) connected by ties representing mentions (solid line), meeting (dashed line), and shared location (dotted line).

There are no universal rules or algorithms prescribing exactly how to extract, store, and process covert network data. Arguably, this lack is understandable given how varied and differentiated network research is even if we consider only the subfield of covert networks research. Thus, what type of information will be coded in a biography or how a network will be derived from a graph database or a detailed edgelist depends on given research problem. In this area of research, research questions are not only delineated by theory, but also by practical limitations...
complicating all the supposedly ideal decisions. However, in order to facilitate comparability of findings and accumulation of knowledge, researchers need a common frame of reference. In such a frame of reference, researchers should be able to clarify both theoretical underpinnings and practical constraints of their data collection. Volk, Veenstra, and Espelage (2017) propose a simple checklist for researchers studying bullying, which is supposed to enhance validity and generalizability of studies in that area. Volk and colleagues’ checklist contains five items considering mainly theoretical assumptions and clarifications. I propose a checklist based on the aspects and considerations discussed above pertaining to covert network data collection that could enhance transparent and systematic reporting of the way we handle our data:

1. What are the nodes and what were the criteria for their inclusion in the network?

2. What types of relations/interactions do the ties represent?

3. What are the theoretically relevant attributes of nodes and are there any variables mitigating the effect of the way the data were collected?

4. What are the modes distinguishable within the raw data and in what way is the final network representation obtained?

5. What is the temporal span of the network and if multiple periods were distinguished, how were they defined?

6. What are the theoretically relevant pieces of contextual information and what role do they have in the explanation?

7. What was/were the data source(s) used to obtain the information and in what way was the coding of information into network data conducted?

8. What is the nature of missing data and how was the missingness handled? If it was not possible to distinguish missing data from absent data, what impact may the hidden missing data have on the results?

7.5. Conclusion

In the present paper, I discussed different issues, challenges, considerations, and opportunities researchers of covert networks face. I identified six aspects of data collection on covert
networks (nodes, ties, attributes, levels, dynamics, and context), all of which contain unique problems as well as opportunities for researchers. All these six aspects are affected by the secondary nature of the data and the problem of missing information. There are fruitful approaches for data collection on each aspect. Besides, I brought up three potentially more general ways which may serve as a common frame of reference, namely biographies, graph databases, and checklists. While all these recommendations and good practices may be useful first steps towards making research more transparent, replicable, and comparable, they are by no means definite solutions to the problems arising in the study of covert networks. However, I hope that this chapter will stimulate discussion about what to improve and how to push the research on covert networks further as a whole.

One matter which kept reoccurring in this study was the usefulness of statistical models for network data. There has been a rapid development of statistical models for network data (cf. Snijders, 2011; Robins, 2013), but the research on covert networks is still predominantly driven by descriptive measures (Campana, 2016). There is quite a steep learning curve from basic descriptive measures to advanced statistical models in SNA, but researchers in this field could benefit from investing time and effort into adopting statistical models, as with good data, these models provide powerful and flexible tools for testing a variety of (sometimes even mutually competing) hypotheses. Specific problems arising in the context of covert networks may in turn stimulate further development of network models.

Similarly to statistical modelling, another avenue for future development in the research of covert networks consists of link-tracing and other network sampling methods (Heckathorn & Cameron, 2017). I have touched upon this issue in relation to individual attributes as variables controlling for data collection induced effects. Due to difficulty (or even impossibility) to map the entire network in covert settings, link-tracing and network sampling methods have been considered to be particularly useful for collecting the data on hidden populations (Frank, 2005). At present, little is known about specific procedures used by police or intelligence services to collect the data, e.g., how they build offenders databases, how they choose whom to surveil, or which phones to wiretap. Mapping these techniques may critically improve the data quality and open the way for using appropriate estimation methods.

Because science is not only a system of knowledge production but also a matter of social relations and communication, researchers should communicate more with one another and share their knowledge, experience, and data. In short, we as a community of researchers should continue networking. Initiatives such as the Illicit Networks Workshop or organized sessions
in both general network or general criminological conferences are productive platforms in this regard. However, this communication and cooperation should not be restricted to the community of covert network researchers. We critically rely on practitioners such as law enforcement agencies, courts, and media and it is necessary to further cultivate our relations with them. Researchers should keep working with practitioners, try to use their data, and warn them about potential pitfalls pertaining to data collection and storage. However, this should not be a one-way street – we should reciprocate and show what SNA, and science in general, has to offer for practitioners and how we can help them understand covert phenomena or make their day-to-day routines easier with tools and methods for data collection and analysis. This is especially important given that most of the recommendations outlined above are only available if researchers have access to the data – if not, the practical and logistical constraints prevail over scientific guidelines. Helping practitioners may in turn relax some of the constraints and therefore make our research easier.
In this chapter, I will first briefly summarize the results of preceding chapters. Subsequently, I reflect upon the recurring findings found throughout the studies. Finally, I sketch some of the potential directions for future research in terms of substantive research, theoretical development, and methodological development and issues.

8.1. Summary of the research

Social network analysis is a promising approach for the study of organized crime. It allows researchers to empirically study the structure of organized criminal groups with no other assumption than that organized crime is built from relations and interactions among a group of actors. Provided that researchers have access to data, they may use a wide range of theoretical concepts and methodological tools to uncover important actors, characterize the properties of networks, and identify mechanisms operating behind these structures and their dynamics.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the basic terminology of social network analysis together with the most frequently used measures and models. The use of all the introduced measures and models is reviewed with regard to their applications in criminology. This chapter concludes with identifying three main challenges in research on criminal networks – theory building, the use of appropriate methods, and data collection. The following chapters in this dissertation face these challenges in different ways.

Chapter 3 is a study of a Czech political corruption network known as the Rath affair. In this case, political actors were collaborating with businesspeople on manipulating public contracts and abusing European Union subsidies. The network is defined as a network of ties that have the content of collaboration and/or resource transfer. The results indicate that the network exhibits a perfect core-periphery structure. In such a structure the actor set is divided into a core and a periphery; the density of ties within the core and between core and periphery is very high, while the density within the periphery is very low. Within this structure for the Rath affair network, the collaboration ties are evenly split between core and core-periphery blocks, whereas the resource transfer ties are mostly located in the core-periphery block with pre-existing ties sparsely underlying a few of the collaboration or resource transfer ties. Collaboration and resource transfer ties rarely were overlapping. Actors are either clearly central or clearly...